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7 Claims. ‘7(c1. 211-1.s) , 

This invention relates to ?exible endless belt carriers 
and more particularly to a drive and track assembly 
therefor. , , . , , _ ' _ - 

It'is an important‘object of the present invention to 
provide a simple and inexpensive endless conveyor which 
will utilize plain elements in novel cooperation to et? 
ciently perform its function. ’ I’ ' 

Another object of the" invention is to provide a track ' 
for an edgewise ?exible belt carrier which, when utilized 
with the drive members disclosed herein, will maintain 
the carrier without side thrust thereagainst-for free run 
ning along both curves and straight sections. f V ‘ \ ' 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a 
belt drive which will be interposed between the circum 
ference of a horizontal wheel and a ?exible belt‘carrier 
so as to be capable of providing not only the motivating 
force for the carrier, but also providing ‘anti-slip means 
to insure positive driving of the carrier. 
These and other objects and advantages of the inven 

tion will more fully appear from the following descrip-‘ 
tion, made'in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings, wherein like reference characters‘refer to the same 
or similar parts in the several views and in which: ' 

Figure 1 is a perspective view taken from underneath 
my apparatus, portions of the supports being cutaway. 
as unessential to the view; . - I. ‘ 

Figure 2 is a top view‘of the apparatus; " ' . . 

Figure 3 is an enlarged vertical section taken on. the 
line 3-3 of Figure 2; ' 

Figure 4 is a fragment of the 
ing the means for securing the‘ends together;and. 

?exible carrier ibeltshoww; 
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vals to receive a tie bolt 25, as shown. Expanding 
washers 26 are slipped into the ends of the braces 23 
before they are fastened at their outer ends to the track 
10 and, upon drawing up the tie bolt 25, the braces 23 
will be ?rmly abutted against the square, tube 24. The 
tubular track 10 may be similarly secured to ‘the outer 

’ ends of the braces 23 by means of a bolt 27 passing 
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through the expanding washers 28 and through the side 
wall of tube 10 where a nutp29 is threadedly mounted 
on the end of bolt 27. An opening 30 may be formed 
through the tube 10 in opposed relation to each of the 

‘ bolts 27 and nuts 29 thereon so that the frame asseme 
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blage may be completed with an appropriate tool in 
serted through the opening 30. A wheel 12 is jour 
naled on’ shaft’ 31 secured in vertically depending rela 
tion from the framework 11 and is adapted to rotate 

‘ in' a horizontal plane parallel to that of the general 
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framework 11; The outer circumference 32 of each of 
the wheels 12 has a radius of curvature equal to ‘that 
of its associated arcuate section 17 and underlies the 
slot 19 in registered relation as shown in Figsr2 and 3; 

I The rim or outer circumference 32 of each of the wheels 
‘12's grooved at 33 so .as to receive one or more of 
the V-belts' 34 as shown; The V-belts 34 extend in 
wardlyr and are trained about a drive pulley 35 which 
forms a part of the motor assembly 36 mounted on 
frame 11 to serve as the power drive means 16. The 
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V-belts 34 also lie in a horizontal plane and the drive 
pulley 35 ‘and'its associatedw motor 36 are positioned 
within the 'area'de?ned‘b‘y the endless track 16 and is 
so spaced that there is no interference with the opera 

‘ tion of the wheels 12 or the endless track 16). . 
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‘An endless‘?exible belt 37 is mounted edgewise of 
track 10 and vextends upwardly through the bottom slot 
19, as shown in Fig. 3. The belt has its upper margin 
38 within the tubular track 10 and is provided with 

" roller means‘ such as the pair ‘of spaced rollers 39 jour 
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Figure 5 is an enlarged horizontal section. takenon V 
the line 5—5 of Figure 4.' > , > 

With-continued reference to the drawing, my,appara~,_ 
tus is shown inits'entirety' in Fig. l, and comprises-a - 

7 track 10 secured to supporting framework 11in rigidly 
?xed manner. The moving parts'of the a‘pp‘aratuscom» 
prise the wheel elements 12, the ?exible car'rierpmeans 
13, roller means 14 andthe .ar'ticle suspending means 
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naled to the belt at spaced intervals along its full end-v 
less length. ' The rollers‘ 39 lie closely parallel to the 
upper margin 38 of belt 37 and are adapted to ride on’ 
the» track portions 40 adjacent the slot 19, as shown. 
Belt 37 depends from the pairs of rollers and hangs 
vertically through the slot 19 without touching or rub 
bing the‘ sides thereof during normal usage of the ap~; 
paratus. ' v y 

1 In’1 order ,to maintain this precisev location of the, belt 
37 at the arcuate bends in track 10, the intermediate hand 
area 41. of belt 37 bears against the V-belts 34 as‘ they 
ride in .the grooves 33 at periphery 32 of-wheel 12. Other 
wheels ‘12'used at other arcuate bends of track 10 and 
which may not be utilized for driving purposes merely 

' press outwardly to contact the same intermediate band 

15. The power driving means ‘is showngenerally at 16. -' 
The track 10 is'made up of tubular sections 17 which 

are curved in arcuate bends and: straight portions 18v 
which are‘tangential to the arcuate bends of the curved 
portion 17. All of the tubular sections of track10 are 
provided with bottom slots 19,, as shown in Fig. 3, which 
form a continuous opening for the' length ofthe-endless 
track 10. Individual sections of track 10 may be joined 
andkept in alignment by" sleeve members-#20-which,‘ of] 
course, are provided ‘with slots 21 aligned with thetubui 
lar slots 19 so as to’ providev the requisite continuity of 
the slotted trackway. ‘ ' . . p ~~ p. 

The frame 11 comprises supports 22 which are rigidly 
secured to horizontal brace members 23 which, inrturn, 
extend’outwardly and arefsecured to‘the-.sidesfofthe,;. 
track'lO, as shown in~_Fig.>-2. "~Detai1s'of connections, 
between various brace members 23 are shown, in Fig. 3.7V 
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area 41 to act asv idler wheels for maintaining belt 37 
in its'precise location with respect_to the bottom slot 
19 as previously described. The lower margin '42 of belt 
37 :has a series of suspension linkages 45 ?exibly inter 

‘ connected at 44 and each- provided with anupstanding 
connecting member .43 which terminates in a hook 46 
passing through an opening 47‘ formed through the low-- ' > 
er margin 42, as shown. The spacing of the openings» 
47 and the associated connecting members 45 are com-* 
pletely independent of the positioning and spacing of, the 

i I‘ pairsi'of 'rollers- 39 at the ‘upper edge ofbelt 37. . The 
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I may co‘nveniently‘ernploy asquare tube '24,;lgngitudi4 f 
~pally of ‘the apparatus, the‘. latter being, driliedigtgigterei 

belt 37 is ~constructed from ‘a, long continuous lengthfof 
?atmaterial such as phosphor-bronze and the endsj48 and 
49 thereof are secured together-in‘ overlapping relation,‘ 
as shown in Figs'..4 and 5‘; with means for maintaining 
constanttensionPthereon."'Each of theends andv 4,9, 
’arepprovidedwith spaced parallel slots jSOQandE'eachYis 
provided with apairjof grooved abutments 51 in longi 
tudinal alivgnrnentlwith' respective slots-‘5,0. Each pairof- V 
abutments SLmayQbe secured opposed‘relation - 
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belt end 48, as shown in Figs, 4 and 5. When the re 
pective ends 48 and 49 of belt 37 are overlapped in 
alignment, the abutments 51 which are secured to the 
belt end 48 will extend through in free ‘sliding clear 
ance with the slots 50 formed in the belt end 49. Con 
versely,‘the abutments 51 secured to the belt end 49 will 
extend through the slots 5% of the belt end 48 and be in 
free sliding relation therewith. A pair of tension springs 
52am mounted across each of the upper pairs of grooved 
abutments 51 and, similarly, a pair of tension springs 
52' are secured across the lower groove abutment mem 
bers 51, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The belt ends 48 
and 49 are thus permitted longitudinal movement with 
in the limits of the sliding movement of abutments 51 
within the associated slots 5%}. The uppermost pairs of 
abutments 51, as well as their respective springs 52, are 
so located with respect to the upper margin 38 of’ ?exible 
belt 37 that they will all lie within the tubular track 
10 when the carrier belt 37 is in operating position. The 
lowermost set of abutments 51 and associated grooves 
50 will naturally lie completely outside the tubular track 
It}, as shown in Fig. 1. ’ 

In the use and operation of my conveyor apparatus 
and with the various components in position shown in 
Fig. 1, the motor 16 is energized so as to‘ drive the V 
belts 34 in either direction of travel. The associated 
grooved wheel 12 will rotate and, jointly with the V 
belts 34, frictionally drive the edgewise ?exible belt 37 
and maintain it in proper are at the curved portions 17 
of the tubular track 1%. The belt 37 thus has no lateral 
force against the tubular track 19 but merely remains 
in vertical relation therewith and in clearance with the 
edges of the bottom slot 19. The roller means 39 simi 
larly have no side thrust against the tubular track 10 
but merely exert a vertical reacting force on the track 
10 to sustain the endless ?exible belt 37 with any load 
applied thereto. The suspension linkages 43 are hooked 
and suspended directly from the lower margin 42 of belt 
37 so that these members, together with any' load applied 
thereon, will likewise exert only Vertical downward force 
on the belt. . 

It is signi?cant that all of the lateral force is absorbed 
by the outward thrust of the wheels 12 which conform 
to the precise curvature of the arcuate tubular track 
portions 17. Because the rollers 39 are parallel with 
the belt 37 and the belt and suspension linkages 43 are 
substantially in vertical alignment, no lateral force is ap 
plied against tubular track 10 nor is any counteracting 
lateral force required in the straight portions 18 of the 
tubular track 10. 

Since the ?exible belt 37 is continuous in nature, no 
special relationship need be maintained between the sus 
pension linkages 43 and the roller means 39.‘ It is merely 
necessary that the rollers 39 be placed at frequent enough 
intervals to insure proper support of the belt 37 and its 
suspended articles and that the suspension linkages are 
?exibly interconnected at convenient intervals not incon 
sistent with the rate of curvature which they must assume 
when traveling with the belt 37 about a curved portion 
17 of track 10. ' 

It may thus be seen ‘that my belt conveyor utilizing 
' the novel drive and track elements is free-running, yet 
very light and simple in construction; An unusually heavy‘ 
loaclmay be applied to the suspension linkages despite 
the light weight of the entire apparatus. For ordinary 
circulation of suspended garments,’ I‘ may use electric mo-V 
tors of small frictional horsepowers with good results. 

It will, of course, be understood that various changes 
may be made in the ‘form, details, arrangements and pro 
portions?of the parts without, departing fromi'the scope 
of my invention as set forth in the appended claims: . 
" What‘Iclaimis: - ‘ . ' "' _ > . 

. l. A conveyor apparatus for carrying suspended articles 
inanjendless pathway comprising, asupporting frame, 
an endless tube secured substantially in av horizontal plane" 
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to the supporting frame and having a longitudinal bottom 
slot formed continuously for the length of the tube, said 
tube having a plurality of arcuate bends and intercon 
necting tangential portions, an endless belt disposed edge-, 
wise with its upper margin lying continuously‘ within said 
slot, roller means secured at spaced intervals along the 
upper margin of said belt and lying in parallel relation 
closely thereto and within said tube in rolling contact 
therewith adjacent said slot, means depending from the 
lower edge of said belt for suspending articles therefrom, 
and a plurality of horizontal wheels lying in a plane paral 
lel to and below the plane of said endless tube and jour 
naled in said supporting frame and each having at its 
circumference a rate of curvature the same as that of an 
arcuate bend in said tube, each of said wheels bearing 
oircumferentially outward against said belt below the tube 
whereby to maintain the belt immediately below said slot 
and without lateral thrust against the tube. 

2. A conveyor apparatus for carrying suspended articles 
in an endless pathway comprising, a supporting frame, 
an endless tube secured substantially in a horizontal plane 
to the supporting frame and having a longitudinal bot~ 
tom slot formed continuously for the length of the tube, 
said tube having a plurality of arcuate bends and inter 
connecting tangential portions, an endless belt disposed 
edgewise with the upper edge lying continuously within 
said slot, a plurality of spaced pairs of rollers, each pair 
being mounted on an axis passing through the upper 
margin of said belt‘ and having a roller at each side 
thereof, said pairs of rollers ‘all lying within the endless 
tube and in rolling contact with the inner tube area im 
mediately adjacent each side of said slot with said belt 
freely depending therethrough, means depending from the 
lower edge of said belt ‘for suspending ‘articles therefrom, 
and a plurality of horizontal wheels lying in a plane par 
allel to and below the plane of said endless tube and jour 
naled in said supporting ‘frame and each having at its 
circumference a rate of curvature the same as that of an 
arcuate bend in said tube, each of said Wheels bearing cir 
cumferentially outward against the belt at the concave 
side of each arcuate portion whereby to maintain the belt 
immediately below said slot and without lateral thrust 
against the tube. . 

3. A conveyor apparatus carrying suspended articles 
in an endless pathway comprising, a supporting frame, an 
endless tube secured substantially in a horizontal plane 
to the supporting ‘frame and having a longitudinal bottom 

‘ ‘slot ‘formed continuously ‘for the length of the tube, said 

so 
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tube having a plurality of arcuate bends and interconnect 
ing tangential portions, an endless belt having an upper 
margin, an intermediate band area and alower margin, a 
plurality of spaced pairs of rollers, ‘each’ pair bemg 
mounted on an axis passing through the upper margin of 
said belt- and having a roller, ‘at each side thereof, said 
pairs of rollers all lying within the endless tube and in 
rolling contact with the inner tube area adjacent the edge 
side of each slot with said belt ‘freely depending there 
through, means secured along the lower margin of said 
belt for suspending articles therefrom, and ‘a plurality, 
of horizontal wheels lying in a plane parallel to ‘and below 
the plane of said endless tube and journaled in said sup 
porting frame and each having at its. circumference 'a rate 

' of curvaturethe same as that of an arcuatebend in said 
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tube, each of said wheels bearing, circumferentially out 
ward againstthegintermediate'band .area “of the belt at 
the concave side of each arcuate portion whereby. to main 
tain the belt immediately below'said ‘slot and without 
lateral thrust against the tube. ' g 

4. The-structure set'forth inv claim 1, wherein the means 
for suspending articles from the belt comprising ?exibly 
interconnected‘suspension linkages securedat spaced in 
tervalsalong the lowerjedge portion of said belt independ 

-’ ent 'ofthe; spacing between the roller ‘means. . - 

75 
5. The structure set ‘forth inclairn 1, and a drive pulley ._ 

positioned withinlthe- space bounded. by said endless tube-,1 



and a ?exible drive belt interposed between the ?rst men 
tioned belt and the circumference of a wheel and trained 
about said drive pulley whereby to provide anti-slip 
driving means therefor. 

6. The structure set forth in claim 5, wherein the drive 
belt is an endless V-belt and the circumferential area of 
said wheel is provided with a groove for receiving the 
V-belt. 

52,980,125 8 

7. A conveyor belt drive comprising, a driving grooved I 
pulley, a driven grooved pulley in spaced‘ relation to the 
driving pulley, a V-belt trained about both of said pulleys 
establishing a driving connection therebetween, and a 
conveyor belt trained about both .of said driven pulley 

10 

and said V-belt and lying substantially in the same plane 
therewith, said conveyor belt being pulled into frictional 
engagement with said V-belt for at least a portion of its 
arcuate portion trained about said driving pulley. 
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